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ABSTRACT

Compared with conventional comparative genomics,
the recent studies in pan-genomics have provided
further insights into species genomic dynamics, tax-
onomy and identification, pathogenicity and envi-
ronmental adaptation. To better understand genome
characteristics of species of interest and to fully
excavate key metabolic and resistant genes and
their conservations and variations, here we present
ProPan (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/propan), a public
database covering 23 archaeal species and 1,481
bacterial species (in a total of 51,882 strains) for
comprehensively profiling prokaryotic pan-genome
dynamics. By analyzing and integrating these mas-
sive datasets, ProPan offers three major aspects for
the pan-genome dynamics of the species of interest:
1) the evaluations of various species’ characteristics
and composition in pan-genome dynamics; 2) the vi-
sualization of map association, the functional anno-
tation and presence/absence variation for all con-
tained species’ gene clusters; 3) the typical charac-
teristics of the environmental adaptation, including
resistance genes prediction of 126 substances (bio-
cide, antimicrobial drug and metal) and evaluation
of 31 metabolic cycle processes. Besides, ProPan
develops a very user-friendly interface, flexible re-
trieval and multi-level real-time statistical visualiza-
tion. Taken together, ProPan will serve as a weighty
resource for the studies of prokaryotic pan-genome
dynamics, taxonomy and identification as well as en-
vironmental adaptation.

INTRODUCTION

The striking advancement of sequencing technologies is
leading to an explosive accumulation of high-throughput
genomic datasets, especially in outputting numerous
prokaryotic genomes. Conventionally, comparative ge-
nomics in prokaryotes analyzes one single species genome
in contrast to the representative genome of that population
(1). Nowadays, however, with the erupting prokaryotic
genome datasets, it gets difficult to reveal further char-
acteristics for the species of interest. The first conceiving
concept of the pan-genome provides a new framework for
researchers (2). The pan-genome represents the entire set
of genes within a certain species and can be divided into
core genes, dispensable genes and unique genes. Since then,
researchers have used pan-genomics method to study many
prokaryotic genomes. For instance, pan-genomics offers
more insights into genomic diversity, gene conservation and
nucleotide diversity (3–5). The evidence from pan-genome
(i.e. core genes, gene gain and loss) also provides extra
approaches for species taxonomy (6–8). The dispensable
genes are often linked to pathogenic features and the hor-
izontal transfer of key genes changes species’ phenotypic
variance and consequently, enhances their infectivity and
adaptability to host (9–11). In all, pan-genome studies have
efficiently excavated novel biological insights in dynamics,
taxonomy, pathogenic and many other research fields
(12–14).

To exhibit prokaryotic genome analyses and important
functional genes, several related databases have been estab-
lished. A majority of them, such as MBGD (15), MetaRef
(16), MicrobesOnline (17) and proGenomes2 (18), were
constructed by the orthologs of species and integrated
with comparative genomic analyses as well as functional
annotations. Some others were designed with a focus on
predicting orthologs and providing support for compu-
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tational analyses of evolutionary traits, for example, Or-
tholugeDB (19) and OrthoDB (20). Alternatives like Micro-
Scope (21) and IMG/M (22), were equipped with compara-
tive analyses and annotations for genome and metagenome
datasets. Nevertheless, these databases mentioned above
only emphasized on gene orthologs rather than repre-
senting the pan-genome dynamics of the species. Pan-
genome dynamics mainly focuses on studying the drivers of
genome changes, gene gain and loss, and pan-genome open-
ness characteristics in a specified species. Besides, some of
them just included fractional prokaryotic genomic datasets
(e.g. MetaRef and MicrobesOnline) and provided functions
barely at the single genome level. Plus, they overlooked that
functional annotation for a single genome can neither com-
pletely excavate the dynamics of key functional genes, nor
inclusively reflect species’ environmental adaptation.

To address these issues, here we present ProPan version
1.0, a public database for comprehensively profiling the
characteristics in prokaryotic pan-genome dynamics (Sup-
plementary Table S1). ProPan stores 23 archaeal and 1,481
bacterial species, a total of 51,882 strains genome datasets.
Through rigorous data quality control and large-scale data
profiling, ProPan provides profiled characteristics in pan-
genome dynamics and compositions across 1,504 species.
Additionally, ProPan integrates visualization of map asso-
ciation, functional annotations and presence/absence vari-
ation (PAV) of all gene clusters for these species. Besides, it
includes the resistance genes prediction of 126 substances
(biocide, antimicrobial drug and metal) and evaluation of
31 metabolic cycle processes (e.g. organic carbon oxida-
tion). Furthermore, ProPan has a very user-friendly web in-
terface with four main modules: browse, search, statistics
and downloads. To sum up, ProPan covers extensive char-
acteristics in pan-genome dynamics of diverse prokaryotic
species to offer further insights into metabolism and resis-
tance studies.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

Prokaryotic whole genome sequence collection and quality
control

All genomic datasets in ProPan database were retrieved
from NCBI (23), including genome sequence, nucleotide se-
quence, amino acid sequence, assembly statistic report in-
formation, etc. Given that many factors, such as genome
sequencing methods and assembly quality, incorrect classi-
fication, chimeric strains and engineered genome-reduced,
may have an impact on pan-genome analyses (24), we
initially performed data quality control for the retrieved
prokaryotic genome datasets by in-house scripts, using
the genome assembly statistic report to filter out low-
quality and incomplete strains. The filter criteria are: 1)
keeping full strain genome representation instead of par-
tial; 2) excluding strains with assembly anomaly such
as chimeric, contaminated, misassembled; 3) filtering out
strains with abnormal genome length, low-quality se-
quences, untrustworthy as types, unverified source organ-
isms, many frameshifted proteins, abnormal gene to se-
quence ratio, etc. All these filtered terms were guided by
NCBI web page (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/

help/anomnotrefseq/). We also filtered out strains with ab-
normal protein sequence number (SN): μ – 2σ ≤ SN ≤ μ
+ 2σ (μ is the average number of species protein sequences
and σ is the standard deviations) (25). Mash v2.3 was used
to calculate the mutational distance of strain within the
same species (26). To select strains for each species, Fas-
tANI v1.32 and MCL v14-137 were used to analyze strain
average nucleotide identity (ANI) and to perform cluster-
ing, respectively (27,28). Strains with ANI greater than or
equal to 0.95 were retained. Species with equal to or more
than five strains were selected as the datasets to be ana-
lyzed. Finally, a total of 51,882 strains related to 23 archaeal
species and 1,481 bacterial species were retained in ProPan.

Species pan-genome profiling and multi-dimensional datasets
analyses

After data quality control, a series of tools and meth-
ods were employed to primarily analyze the datasets. In
brief, Prokka v1.14.5 was used to annotate genomes that
lacked annotation information (29). Roary v3.13 was used
for pan-genome ortholog clustering analyses (30). The R
package micropan v2.1 was used to estimate whether the
species had an open or closed pan-genome using Heaps’
law (n = k N−α) with a permutation value of 1000 and re-
peat 100 (31,32). The average value of exponent α was ap-
plied to determine whether the pan-genome is open (α ≤
1) or closed (α > 1). Subsequently, based on gene cluster-
ing results, VariScan v2.0.3 was used to calculate the nu-
cleotide diversity of core gene clusters and variable gene
clusters (33). Then, eggNOG-mapper v2.1.6 and eggNOG
database v5.0 were used for gene cluster annotation (34,35).
The METABOLIC-G module in METABOLIC v4.0 soft-
ware was employed to dissect the metabolic cycle charac-
teristics of species (36). In addition, we analyzed the re-
sistance characteristics of species by five databases, NCBI
AMRFinderPlus (37), CARD (38), Resfinder (39), ARG-
ANNOT (40) and MEGARes (41), to constitute the resis-
tance seed dataset and finally, we applied BLAST+ v2.12.0
for the alignment retrieval of target sequences (42). In terms
of visualization, the R package ComplexHeatmap v2.6.2
was used to visualize the PAV of species resistance (43). The
protein-protein interaction (PPI) network of homologous
proteins of gene clusters was dynamically visualized using
the STRING database (44). The R script in METABOLIC
software was used for mapping metabolic pathway net-
works (36). An overview of the datasets processing work-
flow is shown in Figure 1.

DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION

ProPan was constructed by universal popular database de-
velopment techniques. AJAX, Bootstrap, CSS, HTML5,
JQuery and Thymeleaf (a Java template engine) were used
for data rendering and interactive operations of front-end
pages. Spring Boot was used as the basic main architecture
of the back-end system. MySQL served as a container for
data storage and management. The framework Mybatis was
employed for quick and robust access to datasets. Echarts.js
and plotly.js were adopted for building interactive statistical
graphs. Bootstrap Table was employed to dynamically tab-
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Figure 1. An overview of the datasets processing workflow in ProPan. All
genomic datasets used to construct the ProPan database were retrieved
from NCBI and processed uniformly. Multi-dimensional data analyses
were performed: nucleotide diversity, PPI network, resistance PAV, etc.

ulate datasets. The virtual environment created by Docker
acted as a container to deploy the database.

DATABASE CONTENTS AND FEATURES

Currently, ProPan version 1.0 integrates 51,882 strain
genome datasets related to 1,504 prokaryotic species. A va-
riety of multi-dimensional analyses were carried out from
the population perspective based on the gene clusters, in-
cluding nucleotide diversity assessment of gene clusters,
COG functional enrichment analysis, 31 metabolic cycle
processes analyses and map construction, resistance genes

prediction and PAV analyses of 126 substances (biocide,
antimicrobial drug and metal), KEGG pathway associa-
tion, PPI network map construction and others. The multi-
dimensional analysis results show users extensive functional
annotations of species of interest. ProPan is also equipped
with major modules (browse, search, statistics and down-
loads) for the accessibility, visualization and downloads of
analytical results.

Profiling species’ characteristics by pan-genome analyses

We constructed a gene family matrix with uniform pro-
cesses for 1,504 species with the filtered criteria. Accord-
ing to the different pan-genome conservations, all gene clus-
ters were divided into three categories: 1) core gene clusters
that consist of homologs across all the analyzed strains of
one species; 2) unique gene clusters that only contain a sin-
gle analyzed strain; 3) dispensable gene clusters other than
the core and unique genes clusters. Based on the three cate-
gories, we calculated the pan-genome composition for each
species. The statistical results indicate that there is exten-
sive variation in the core genome proportion of species from
different phyla (Figure 2A). This variation may be influ-
enced by number differences of the analyzed strains within
the species. An open pan-genome indicates that species
have a high capacity to exchange genetic material while a
closed pan-genome indicates a limited capacity to acquire
foreign genes (9). We estimated the pan-genome openness
level (open or closed) for the 1,504 species using Heaps’
law (Figure 2B and C). It shows that, in a total of 23 ar-
chaeal species, 13 species have open pan-genome (α ≤ 1)
(e.g. Methanosarcina mazei) and 10 species have closed pan-
genome (α > 1) (e.g. Metallosphaera sedula), respectively.
However, among the 1,481 bacterial species, 1,205 species
exhibited open pan-genome (e.g. Escherichia coli) and only
276 species exhibited closed pan-genome (e.g. Brucella ca-
nis). The pan-genome openness level of all the 1,504 species
is listed in Supplementary Table S2. Regardless of archaea
or bacteria, on average, we observe that species with open
pan-genome have lower core genome proportion, whereas
species with closed pan-genome have higher core genome
proportion (Figure 2D).

Pan-genome metabolism exploration and map construction

Carbon, nitrogen and sulfur are very important elements
for life. Prokaryotes play vital roles in carbon, nitrogen and
sulfur cycles (45,46). By combining species’ gene pool, we
analyzed the 31 metabolic cycle processes and divided them
into four major categories: carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle, sul-
fur cycle and other cycle (see Supplementary Table S3 for
category information of these metabolic cycles). In our re-
sults, although both archaea and bacteria hold most of the
metabolic cycle processes (e.g. organic carbon oxidation, ni-
trogen fixation, sulfide oxidation and arsenate reduction),
there are still some different preferences between archaea
and bacteria (Figure 3). In the carbon cycle, 7 out of 23
archaeal species have methanogenesis, which is absent in
1,481 bacterial species. The ethanol oxidation gene clusters
are dispensable in 23 archaeal species, while in bacteria, the
gene clusters are mainly represented as cores (211 out of
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A B

C D

Figure 2. Statistics of pan-genome openness level and core genome proportion distribution. (A) The proportion of core genomes in different phyla (species’
counts over 10 in ProPan). (B) Pan-genome openness level statistics in different phyla (species’ counts over 10 in ProPan). (C) The proportions of species
with different pan-genome openness level in archaea and bacteria, respectively. (D) The distribution relationship between pan-genome openness level and
core genome proportions in archaeal and bacterial species. Orange means open and blue means closed. The diamonds represent the average for each
category.

1,481 species). In the nitrogen cycle, we find that 773 out of
1,481 bacterial species have nitrite ammonification process
while none in 23 archaeal species. In addition, the gene clus-
ters of nitrite oxidation and nitrate reduction show low pan-
genome conservation in archaea. In the sulfur cycle, 802 out
of 1,481 bacterial species have at least one sulfur cycle pro-
cess, while in all 23 archaeal species, there is no sulfurite
reduction, thiosulfate oxidation, thiosulfate disproportion-
ation 1 and thiosulfate disproportionation 2. As for metal

reduction, arsenate reduction, arsenite oxidation and sele-
nate reduction, only arsenate reduction is observed in 11 out
of 23 archaeal species, but all of them are observed in 1,225
out of 1,481 bacterial species. In addition, there are also
metabolic differences between different phyla. In archaea,
Euryarchaeota has a variety of metabolic processes (Sup-
plementary Figure S1A), but compared with other phyla in
archaea (Supplementary Figure S2), the metabolism of sul-
fur is relatively deficient. In bacteria, Proteobacteria covers
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A B

Figure 3. Pan-genome conservation statistics of metabolic cycle process genes for archaea (A) and bacteria (B). The y-axis represents different metabolic
cycle processes. The dark blue represents carbon metabolism, cyan represents nitrogen metabolism, yellow represents sulfur metabolism and the green
represents other metabolisms. The x-axis represents pan-genome proportion.

almost all metabolic cycle processes (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1B), while other phyla exhibit various metabolic dif-
ferences (Supplementary Figure S2). In sum, for cycling of
these important elements, prokaryotic species show differ-
ent preferences and variations of metabolic genes in the pan-
genome conservation.

Prediction of pan-genome resistance genes

The PAV of resistance genes and their conservation among
species play a key role in the survival of species in di-
verse environments (47,48). Therefore, we predicted mul-
tiple resistance genes (15 biocides, 97 antimicrobial drugs
and 14 metals) in 1,504 species (Supplementary Table S3
shows categorical information for these resistance genes).
Combined with pan-genome analyses, we also further ex-
plored the conserved distribution of resistance genes in
species. The results show that all 23 archaeal species in
ProPan have fewer resistance genes (mainly from phylum
Euryarchaeota and Crenarchaeota) and surprisingly, no bio-
cide resistance genes were observed (Figure 4). In addition,
copper resistance genes are highly conserved and shared by
seven species’ core gene clusters in the pan-genome con-
servation (e.g. Methanosarcina mazei, Sulfolobus islandi-
cus, etc.). These strains are mainly isolated from environ-
ments with high mineralization, such as hot springs, salt
lakes and river sediment. The 1,481 bacterial species have
a wide variety of biocide, antimicrobial drug and metal re-
sistance genes, but several resistance genes show high con-
servation (in phyla of Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmi-
cutes and Proteobacteria). For instance, in biocide, perox-
ide and phenolic compound resistance genes are classified
as core gene clusters in 572 and 594 species (e.g. peroxide:
Burkholderia stagnalis; phenolic compound: Listeria seel-
igeri), respectively. Most of these strains come from the soil
and water environments. In antimicrobial drug, core flu-
oroquinolone resistance genes and core tetracycline resis-

tance genes were found in 665 (e.g. Burkholderia multivo-
rans) and 635 species (e.g. Pseudomonas brassicacearum), re-
spectively. Strains containing core antimicrobial drug resis-
tance genes were isolated from various environments, such
as soil, human sputum and blood. In metal, core arsenic and
copper resistance genes were found in 617 and 767 species
(e.g. arsenic: Leclercia adecarboxylata; copper: Kosakonia
radicincitans), respectively. The proportion of core resis-
tance gene clusters in different phyla are shown in Supple-
mentary Figure S3. The analyzed strains were isolated from
a variety of environments, such as lake water and human fe-
ces. The diversity of the living environment of these species
and the high conservation of different resistance genes re-
flect the species’ strong adaptability to the various living en-
vironments.

Four principal modules: browse, search, statistics and down-
loads

ProPan has a very user-friendly web interface and consists
of four main modules.

Browse. An overview table of all collected prokaryotic
species with species’ name, taxonomy ID, processed strain
counts, pan-genome composition, metabolism and resis-
tance information. Users can consult different items such
as pan-genome openness level, resistance and metabolism
type. Respectively, the Species and Analysis columns can
further direct users to the detailed information of the species
in NCBI and the analyzed results.

Search. A series of searching approaches were equipped
in ProPan: 1) a quick search box on the home page was de-
signed for real-time queries by specifying species names, re-
sistance or metabolism cycle types; 2) three advanced search
modules on the search page were also integrated: in terms
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Figure 4. Distribution of resistance gene clusters (biocide, antimicrobial drug and metal) in different phyla. The y-axis represents different resistant sub-
stances. The x-axis represents different phyla in ProPan. The genes and phyla mentioned in the main text are marked in blue.
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Figure 5. Screenshots of ProPan version 1.0. (A) Browse page: including filtered items on the left and an overview table on the right. (B) Search page: three
advanced search modules (species, metabolism and resistance). (C) Analysis results: nucleotide polymorphism of gene clusters, COG functional annotation
histogram, carbon metabolism cycle map (a red arrow means the presence of a pathway process and a black arrow means absence), heatmap of PAV in
resistance genes, KEGG map of a gene cluster (red represents the target gene) and PPI networks (red indicates the selected gene).
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of species, users can view the analyzing results by specify-
ing a name or taxonomy ID; in terms of metabolism, users
can search by different metabolic cycles (carbon cycle, nitro-
gen cycle sulfur cycle and other cycle) to obtain the species’
information and pan-genome conservation of the retrieved
metabolic cycle processes; in terms of resistance, users can
specify the name of biocide, antimicrobial drug or metal to
access to the results of interest.

Statistics. Four aspects of all species statistics were pro-
vided for visualization: 1) the proportion and composition
of the pan-genome; 2) the distribution and counts for re-
sistance gene clusters; 3) the distribution and counts for
metabolism cycle gene clusters; 4) the proportion of gene
clusters in metabolism and resistance across archaea and
bacteria kingdoms.

Downloads. Gene cluster annotation matrixes for each
species are available for download, including pan-genome
conservation, COG functional annotation, enzyme cate-
gory, metabolism, resistance and others. In addition, the nu-
cleotide and protein sequences of each gene cluster can also
be downloaded.

We show a quick glimpse of how ProPan works in Fig-
ure 5. In brief, the detailed information of analyses can be
accessed by both the browse page and search page (Fig-
ure 5A and Figure 5B). For analyzed strain information, all
the related items are listed in the table, including GenBank
number, CDS counts, GC contents and others. For the nu-
cleotide diversity, to evaluate nucleotide polymorphism and
divergence levels of different gene clusters, the mutation pa-
rameter (�) and nucleotide diversity (�) of the core gene
clusters and variable gene clusters were calculated, respec-
tively. For COG function annotation, the COG functions
of gene clusters were annotated and visualized in combi-
nation with pan-genome conservation, providing users in-
sights into the preference and conservation of protein func-
tions in species. For metabolism cycle, a variety of maps
were constructed for users to obtain information on the PAV
and pan-genome conservation of metabolic process genes.
For resistance PAV, heatmaps were generated to provide in-
sights into PAV and pan-genome conservation of resistance
genes. For gene cluster annotation, incorporating a vari-
ety of annotation information for each gene cluster, such
as pan-genome conservation, KEGG pathway and PPI net-
works. Besides, users can exhaustively understand the bio-
logical function of gene clusters. Examples of the analyses
are shown in Figure 5C.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Given the explosive accumulation of prokaryotic genome
datasets, conventional one-to-one comparative genomics
has been incompetent for the analyses and comparison of
massive datasets and thus, it becomes laborious to uncover
more characteristics for the species of interest. The intro-
duction of pan-genomics has shown unprecedented advan-
tages in analyzing various characteristics of target species,
for example, in genomic dynamics, gene conservation and
species taxonomy. To comprehensively profile the character-
istics of prokaryotic pan-genome dynamics as well as to ad-
equately explore the PAV and conservation for pan-genome

metabolic and resistant functional genes, we developed the
database ProPan, a user-friendly portal with multiple flex-
ible retrievals. ProPan integrates multi-dimensional analy-
ses to profile the characteristics in pan-genome dynamics of
1,504 prokaryotes and furtherly excavate crucial functional
genes for metabolic cycles (carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle, sul-
fur cycle and other cycle) and resistances (biocide, antimi-
crobial drug and metal).

To date, ProPan has covered 23 archaeal species and
1,481 bacterial species (in total 51,882 strain genome
datasets). As increasingly prokaryotic genomic datasets are
being released, we collect, polish and integrate accumulative
prokaryotic datasets from more resources, such as IMG/M
(22), to enrich the coming versions. Standard data quality
control and consistent genome annotation also need to be
constructed regarding the dataset from diverse resources.
Plus, genus-level pan-genome analyses have received more
frequent attention (49,50), thus this will be one of our prior-
ities. Meanwhile, we are developing extensive modules and
plugins in ProPan to enhance its functionality. For instance,
visualization for pan-genome graphs can intuitively display
the gain and loss of functional genes, structural variation
and gene collinearity (51–53), thus it will be among our top
priorities by adding this module in the short future. In ad-
dition to the metabolic cycles already included in ProPan,
there are still a few other cycles in prokaryotes to be added,
such as the phosphorus cycle (54,55) and potassium cy-
cle (56,57). These metabolic cycles will continue to be in-
tegrated into coming releases. Taken together, as one of the
essential databases in the National Genomics Data Center
(58), we believe that ProPan will be a crucial resource for
the studies of prokaryotic genome dynamics, species taxon-
omy and identification, environmental adaptation and fur-
ther beyond.

DATA AVAILABILITY

ProPan is a comprehensive database for profiling prokary-
otic pan-genome dynamics (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/
propan).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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